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Welcome to the 3rd edition of

Source, UKLPG’s biannual

magazine carrying news and

views from across the LPG

industry. 

UKLPG’s new Chief Executive,

George Webb, outlines the key

objective of the association to

deliver clean growth for

Government, members and

customers in his article on page

25 whilst also recognising the

need to keep a close eye on

ensuring our operational

processes are efficient and

effective to allow the industry to

meet our growth targets. 

Following the publication of the

Government’s response to the

highly anticipated Future

Framework for Heat in Buildings

call for evidence, the next year

will be crucial for

decarbonisation policy - please

read the article on page 7 for

more information. 

It is only a matter of weeks until

the LPG industry will gather in

Manchester for the UKLPG

Annual Conference. For more

information on what you might

expect from the conference,

please see the article overleaf.

Please take a look at the

advertorial section which

showcases the products and

services offered by UKLPG’s

equipment and services

members. A great place to start

if you are looking for suppliers

that fully understand the industry.

The advertorials begin on page 15.

If you have any feedback about

the magazine, please drop me a

line. Contact details for the

UKLPG team can be found on

page 41.

Lucy Cook, 

Editor, 

Source
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C O N F E R E N C E  P R E V I E W C O N F E R E N C E  P R E V I E W

The UK LPG industry's largest

annual event will be held this

year at the Midland Hotel in

Manchester on Thursday 2nd

May 2019.

Opening in 1903, The Midland

Hotel has been delighting guests

from the very beginning, hosting

rock stars, politicians and royalty.

With over 300 sumptuous

bedrooms to award-winning food

and drink, idyllic spa and

impressive event spaces, every

part of The Midland experience

transcends the ordinary. Located

in the heart of the city, the Grade II

listed hotel is one of Manchester's

most-loved icons.

With the theme of “Delivering

Clean Growth”, the conference will

focus on the significant

opportunity presented by the

Government’s clean growth

agenda and the challenges the

industry needs to meet to

maximise growth. The strategy

required to demonstrate to the

Government, policy makers and

customers the role that LPG can

play in delivering a low carbon, off-

grid energy will be a key theme

across the conference.

Other topics covered will include

bioLPG, health & safety leadership

and COMAH intervention

preparation, the potential for

autogas in our towns and cities

plus delegates will hear a

customer’s perspective from the

British Holiday and Home Parks

Association. As well as welcoming

speakers to talk about an array of

topics, UKLPG is pleased to

announce that the LPG industry

‘Safe Load Pass’ will also be

launched at the conference. 

Following the presentations,

delegates will enjoy the UKLPG

Gala Dinner which will include

welcome drinks in a stunning

CONFERENCE      PREV I EW. . .
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Look out for #UKLPGconf2019     and #Growth on social media 

venue, dinner and entertainment.

Partners are welcome to join us

for the Gala Dinner.

For those delegates that wish to

stay overnight before or after the

conference, we have arranged a

special rate at The Midland Hotel

for conference delegates. Please

see below for more information

and details on how to book.

This event offers an excellent

opportunity to meet and

network with colleagues in a

relaxed and informal setting and

we hope that as many of you as

possible will join us.

The cost of attending the

conference is as follows:

UKLPG members: £300+ VAT

Non-member rate: £500+ VAT

Partner rate - Gala Dinner: £95+ VAT

There are sponsorship and

exhibitor opportunities available,

providing your company with

industry recognition. For more

information, please contact Becki

Johnson for more details. Also,

there is the opportunity to include

a flyer in the Delegate Packs for a

small charge. If this is something

you are interested in, please let us

know.

To book your place at the
conference, please visit the
UKLPG website: uklpg.org 

There are a wide range of

sponsorship packages available,

designed to offer you a range of

opportunities to promote your

company before, during and

after the event. Please contact

Becki Johnson for more

information

lGold Sponsor 
(LAST REMAINING PLACES)

l Silver Sponsor 
(LAST REMAINING PLACES)

lBronze Sponsor

lGala Dinner Sponsor (SOLD)

lRefreshments Sponsor (SOLD)

lExhibitor (LAST REMAINING PLACES)

PLEASE NOTE: Accommodation is

not included in this package and

should be booked directly with The

Midland Hotel on 0161 774 7051

quoting “UKLPG" to receive the

preferential rate of £155 per night.

Sponsorship opportunities
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To ensure that LPG customers

are able to switch suppliers

efficiently and effectively,

UKLPG works closely with the

Competition and Markets

Authority (CMA) to ensure that

processes are in place to make

any switch as smooth as

possible. 

All domestic LPG customers

whose gas is supplied via a bulk

tank are able to switch their LPG

supplier along with the

ownership of their tank once they

are no longer bound by any

exclusivity period in a supply

contract. In order for tanks on the

customers’ premises to transfer

from one supplier to another

(assuming they are owned by the

supplier rather than the

customer), the incoming and

outgoing suppliers agree a

transfer fee using a calculator

available from UKLPG or on the

CMA website.

The CMA single tank calculator

was created at the time of the

CMA Order in 2009 to enable the

switch of suppliers, however as the

CMA calculator only takes fresh

input values every three years, and

uses the steel price index for tanks

and RPI for test costs in

intermediate years, UKLPG

worked with its members to

develop a more detailed calculator

which takes into account

underground pipework, differing

tank test schemes and delivery of

tanks. 

Gas suppliers can choose to sign

up to use the UKLPG calculator

instead of the CMA calculator, with

a record of companies using this

calculator available from UKLPG.

To use the UKLPG calculator

rather than the CMA version, both

the incoming and outgoing

suppliers must have signed up to

use the UKLPG calculator - the

CMA calculator remains as the

default where only one or neither

party has signed up. 

UKLPG facilitates a CMA Review

Group comprised of members

(please see page 10 for more

information) whose objective is to

ensure the industry is conforming

to the Order as well as ensuring

the methodology of the tank

calculator is accurate, and discuss

amendments where necessary.

New tank values for both the

CMA and UKLPG calculators will

be issued in April 2019. Ahead of

the April 2020 tank calculator

updates, the CMA Review Group

will take a full review of the

methodology of the UKLPG

calculator to review the definitions

of each element to ensure it

achieves the objectives. 

For more information, please

contact Lucy Cook. 

Domestic Bulk 
Tank Transfer
Calculator

UKLPG, the trade association

for the LPG industry, has

announced that its interim

Chief Executive, George Webb,

will join the association as a

permanent appointment

effective from 1st March 2019.

George Webb, who was appointed

interim Chief Executive in

December 2018, has close ties to

the association having held the

positions of UKLPG Chair and Vice

Chair for a total of five years until

October 2018. He also brings much

industry experience having led the

LPG business of Countrywide for 18

years. 

UKLPG chair, Matthew Hickin said

“Since his appointment as interim

Chief Executive last year, George

has shown both strong leadership

in driving forward important

industry projects at this vital time

but also that he is listening carefully

to the views of members. I am

delighted that he has accepted

the permanent role and look

forward to working with him in

the future.”

George commented “My priorities

will be to build on the work of the

association to deliver an industry

environment that ensures the

association’s vision can be

achieved. We have a strong and

committed team at UKLPG and I

look forward to continuing to

work with the Board, the team,

and the membership to deliver

sustainable growth for the

industry across the UK.”

UKLPG appointsGeorge Webb
as permanent Chief Executive

Gas Cylinder Requalification
Testing... Safety...
Refurbishment...

South Staffs Industries Ltd perform the periodic inspection and requalification of LPG cylinders to
EN1440:2008+A1:2012 and ammonia, nitrogen and refrigerant gas cylinders to EN1803:2002.

SSI are accredited by UKAS as a Type A Inspection Body (0379) in accordance with ISO/IEC
17020:2012.

SSI are appointed by the UK Competent Authority as a:

A Notified body for the periodic inspection of transportable pressure equipment in accordance with CDG
Regulation 22 & CDGNI Regulation 18. Identification number 1763.

An Appointed Person for the approval of old pressure receptacles in accordance with CDG Regulation 14
and CDGNI Regulation 11.

Contact: T: 0121 522 2373  E: chris@southstaffsindustries.com 
www.southstaffsindustries.com



coal. To do this, industry has to

meet the well-known ‘Trilemma’

of Affordability, Security and

Sustainability, if the LPG industry

wants to grasp the bright ‘green’

future ahead.

Policy that will define our future

will be shaped over the course

of the next 12 months, starting

with a consultation on the

regulatory framework that will

support this decarbonisation

process and BEIS’ engagement

with a variety of off-grid heating

technologies. As this is a pivotal

time for the industry,

UKLPG will be

ramping up

lobbying activity

in association

with its

membership,

to ensure

LPG and

bioLPG are

key players in

the

decarbonisation

process. In addition,

the association will be

launching a manifesto this year

to bring officials and

parliamentarians up to speed

with the industry’s vision and the

huge potential we have to offer.

For more information please

contact Sophia Haywood.

it’s ‘drop-in’ nature and the

considerable carbon savings

it offers, are huge strengths to

the fuel over other bio-

alternatives. Unlike bio-oil, it

won’t need new infrastructure

beyond a certain renewable

blend and, unlike a

standalone heat pump, it

won’t need a costly or

inconvenient retrofit in old,

non-efficient housing stock. In

summary, it’s an easy solution

for a significant number of

properties off-grid.

Ultimately however, a

mix of

technologies

will be

needed and

there is no

silver

bullet.

Heat

pumps are

better

suited to new

build properties,

whereas bioLPG is

well placed to

decarbonise the hard-to-heat

and difficult-to-treat old, rural

housing stock. This is a

considerable opportunity to

grow the LPG market and

position this versatile, clean

energy source as the fuel of

choice, not just to

Government but to the 1.1m

consumers currently on oil or

The Department for Business,

Energy & Industrial Strategy

(BEIS) published its response

to the highly anticipated Future

Framework for Heat in

Buildings call for evidence back

in December 2018, which

UKLPG submitted evidence to

last summer, and also published

an overview of its current

evidence base for

decarbonising heat at the start

of this year.  

The door has been left open for

bioenergy, as while electrification

of heat off-grid seems attractive

on the surface for policy makers,

alone it is not the answer. 

UKLPG is working hard to

position LPG as the transition

fuel of choice, with bioLPG

offering an ideal long-term low

carbon solution. The industry has

demonstrated how LPG fuelled

systems and technologies can

be rolled out effectively to

displace high carbon fossil fuels,

delivering significant carbon

savings right now. Replacing

high carbon heating systems

today with LPG would deliver an

immediate solution enabling the

UK Government to swiftly meet

its Clean Growth Strategy

objectives.

The future however has to be

bio. The fact that bioLPG is

already available on the market,
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2019:A crucial year for
decarbonisation policy

“This is a 
considerable opportunity
to grow the LPG market
and position this versatile,
clean energy source as the

fuel of choice”

Commenting on the

announcement, Mike Hall, General

Manager of Autogas Limited, said:

“This is great news for the LPG

industry and London’s air. It will

mean that even higher numbers of

highly polluting black cabs can be

repowered to run on much cleaner

LPG which reduces particulates by

95% and NOx by 97%*, helping to

improve air quality for people

living and working in London.  We

look forward to working with the

Mayor and Transport for London

to deliver a cleaner, greener city for

all.’’

7.9 million Londoners – nearly 95%

of the capital’s population – live in

areas that exceed the legal air

pollution limit by 50% or more. In

central London the average annual

levels are almost double the World

Health Organisation limit of 10

µg/m3, and poor air quality in

London is causing thousands of

premature deaths every year.

Transport for London have

announced that the £2.5million

grant funding for repowering

London TX4 Euro 5 taxis to

autogas LPG (Liquefied

Petroleum Gas) – which was

announced just before Christmas

– has been doubled to £5million.

In a further move of support for

low emission LPG, Transport for

London have proposed that taxis

repowered to LPG will continue to

be licensed for 15 years, alongside

the latest Euro 6 and electric

models. Under the new measures

that would be introduced later this

year, drivers of Euro 5, Euro 4 and

Euro 3 taxis  would have to retire

their vehicles at 12 years.

London has a target of becoming a

zero carbon city by 2050 and as

the transport network is one the

highest pollutants it must make

significant reductions to ensure the

legal air quality levels are met. LPG

taxis are a very cost effective way to

transition towards this goal.

The LPG repowering grant will give

an affordable alternative for taxi

drivers to be able to drastically

reduce the harmful emissions from

their vehicles and will be applicable

to drivers of more polluting TX4

Euro 5 black cabs. The increase in

the grant means that 1,000 owners

can now apply for the £5,000 grant. 

In additional to owning a vehicle

with lower emissions, taxi drivers

who have already made the change

to  LPG in other cities are

experiencing  fuel  cost savings of

around £200 per month as well as

enjoying a better driving experience

with a taxi which is quieter and

smoother to drive. 

*Based on independent testing on TX4 and TX2 taxis at MIRA.

taxi
Transport for
London £5m
Funding Boost
for LPG Taxis
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U K L P G  B O A R D  A N D    W O R K I N G  G R O U P S T E C H  T A L KT E C H  T A L K

As a member association, the

direction of UKLPG is agreed

by a Board whose members

are elected to represent a

category of membership. If

members would like to have

an input to the Board, or find

out more about the workings

of the Board, please speak to

your nominated Board

member as listed below.  

As well as the Board, a greater

breadth of members also have

input to the direction of the

association via the many

working groups which are

explained in more detail

below. 

UKLPG Board

The UKLPG Board is made up

of representatives from each

category of full membership

as follows:

• National Gas Suppliers – 3

representatives

• Autogas – 1 representative

• Wholesale – 1 representative

• Regional Gas Suppliers – 2

representatives

• Equipment and Services – 2

representatives 

• General Membership – 1

representative

UKLPG currently has one

additional Board member who

has been co-opted by the Board

as a non-voting member for 2019.

The Board’s role is to represent

the membership and to oversee

the direction and strategy of the

association. Board meetings take

place 4 times a year, unless it is

deemed beneficial for them to

take place more frequently. 

The current Board
The UKLPG Board

representatives are as follows:

• Matthew Hickin, Calor (Chair)

• Chris Hickman, South Staffs

Industries (Treasurer)

• Lee Gannon, Flogas

• Mike Hall, Autogas Limited

• Dean Ewart, AvantiGas

• Paul Turner, Phillips 66

• Howard Illingworth, Northern

Energy (Vice Chair)

• Alan Elliott, J Gas

• Richard Smith, KC ProSupply

• John Scarlett, Premier

UKLPG Working
Groups

The Board also oversees the

working groups which are

comprised of industry experts

working to achieve specific

goals or projects on behalf of

the industry. The current

working groups are as follows:

• Off Grid Energy Team

This group determines industry

positioning and stakeholder

engagement strategy

regarding the Government’s

decarbonisation agenda and

covers policy areas such as

heat policy, building standards

and taxation.

Members of this group are

nominated by the Board and

there are currently 9 members

representing gas suppliers and

equipment manufacturers. For

more information please

contact Sophia Haywood. 

• Technical and Safety
Leadership Group

There are 2 working groups

that cover technical and safety

as follows:

• Transport, Operations and
Process Safety group

• Pipework, Equipment,
Appliances and Services

group

There are 10 places on each of

these groups, which are currently

all taken. More information on

these groups can be found on

page 33 - for further information

please contact Richard Hakeem.

• CMA Review Team

This group considers operational

aspects regarding competition in

the market place i.e. supplier

switching, particularly with

respect to the Competition and

Markets Authority orders and

hence the tank values calculator.

There are currently 12 members

of this group from a range of gas

supplier members. For more

information please contact Lucy

Cook.

• Cylinder Management

Group

This group provides strategic

direction regarding the cylinder

management and return process.

There are currently 12 members

of this group. For more

information please contact

Richard Hakeem.

All meeting minutes, full scopes

and terms of reference can be

found on the Members’ Lounge

of the UKLPG website.
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UKLPG is delighted to

announce that the Safe Load

Pass Scheme will be

launched by the UK

Petroleum Industries

Association (UKPIA) at the

UKLPG Conference on 2nd

May in Manchester, in

collaboration with the

Department for Transport

(DfT). Recognising the work

that has been put into the

development of this scheme,

the Health and Safety

Executive has acknowledged

the fact that the two

industries have worked closely

together to improve safety at

the refinery loading bays.

Please look out for more

details in the next edition of

Source once the scheme is

fully implemented. 

UKLPG attended the recent

HSE COMAH Cost Recovery

meeting where the two areas

below were discussed in

detail. 

Following a review of the HSE

cost recovery mechanism, the

HSE will now be moving to

full cost recovery which will

include a cost element for a

change in pension rules and

wider training. COMAH hourly

rates will increase from £161 to

£180 per hour from 1st April

2019. SEPA also confirmed

that their costs will increase

from £152 to £157 per hour

and NRW fees will be £152

per hour.  

Paul Logan, representing the

HSE, explained the HSE‘s

system for intervention

planning called PTS -

Prioritisation, Targeting &

Strategy Process. This process

identifies COMAH sites to

prioritise for a series of

interventions based on past

performance which is partly in

response to industry’s call for

‘earned recognition’. Dr Logan

reiterated the HSE’s aim to

minimise costs to industry by

reducing the inspection

activity for good

performance.

LPG Safe 
Load Pass

Launch 

HSE 
COMAH
Cost 
Recovery 
Update

9
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F E A T U R E A V O N M O U T H  L P G  S T O R A G E  F A C I L I T Y

Flogas Britain, one of the UK’s

leading liquefied petroleum gas

(LPG) suppliers, has announced

that it has been granted planning

permission to convert the

National Grid LNG facility at

Avonmouth into a large-scale

LPG storage terminal with the

capacity to store 34,564 tonnes

of LPG.

The facility, which will be the

largest of its kind in the UK, will

significantly increase Flogas’ LPG

storage capability, providing

security of supply to commercial

and residential customers both in

the South West and across the

UK.

Formerly owned by the National

Grid, the Avonmouth facility was

previously only licensed to store

LNG (liquefied natural gas).

However, the permissions granted

by Gloucestershire County Council

allow for a change in content,

skilled engineering staff and been

the lifeblood of their careers and

many others within the local

community.

“As the gas pipeline networks have

grown and expanded deeper into

the South West and Wales, the site

is no longer necessary for National

Grid’s business and its consumers.

I’m enormously proud, and it

gives me great pleasure to be

able to hand it over to Flogas

Britain, a business with over 35

years of experience of supplying

LPG to tens of thousands of

customers across the UK. 

LPG is a safe, clean, reliable, and

affordable low carbon fuel which

switching the site’s usage from LNG

to LPG storage.

The usage switch means that once

open, the Avonmouth facility will

further strengthen Flogas’

distribution network, providing

customers with an unrivalled UK

LPG supply chain.

Lee Gannon, Flogas Britain’s

Managing Director, said: “Once

operational, Avonmouth will be a

game-changer; massively increasing

the UK’s total LPG storage capability.

Our investment in this demonstrates

our unwavering commitment to

security of LPG supply and to the

LPG industry in general.”

The timing of the planning

permission announcement comes at

a crucial time for the UK energy

industry, as it digests the

implications of the Clean Growth

Strategy, and the need to move

away from high carbon fossil fuels.

Gannon continued: “LPG has an

important role to play in delivering

the Government’s Clean Growth

Strategy, providing off-grid

businesses and homeowners with

an excellent low carbon, low cost

alternative to oil and solid fuels.

“Bringing Avonmouth online will

allow us to respond to the rise in

demand this will create with an

unparalleled, dependable

nationwide supply of LPG, while at

the same time supporting the UK’s

National Infrastructure Delivery

Plan.”

President and COO of Global

Transmission for National Grid

Ventures, Jon Butterworth, added:

“The Avonmouth gas storage

facility has been at the heart of

providing safe and secure gas

supplies from National Grid during

the last 40 years. Not only that, it

has provided a base for training,

developing and supporting highly

is supplied to customers who are

not connected to the mains grid.

The storage capability

Avonmouth provides means that

Flogas Britain has a capability

that can guarantee gas supply to

its customers via one of the

largest LPG distribution networks

in the UK.

UKLPG comment on Avonmouth facility
George Webb, UKLPG Chief Executive, commented “The significance of the storage capability that the

Avonmouth terminal will offer cannot be underestimated. Given the growth ambitions of the industry, the

35,000 tonnes of additional storage demonstrates that the LPG industry can offer security of supply for both

its current and new customers over the coming decades. The extra capacity added into the supply chain once

this new terminal is operational means that the capability of the whole LPG industry across the UK will broaden

considerably. With future energy policy being a hot topic at present, this announcement ensures that LPG is

perfectly placed as an immediate, proven solution to support the Government’s decarbonisation objectives,

highlighting the critical role the fuel can play in the future energy mix. As a clean, low carbon fuel

available today, LPG already provides a reliable source of heat and energy to thousands of homes

and businesses in off-grid areas across the UK. With bioLPG being introduced into the supply

chain from 2018, it is important to note that this new facility will be able to store bioLPG,

revealing how the industry is all set to deliver a pathway to a sustainable future. 

Flogas Britain
Granted Planning
Permission for LPG
Storage Facility
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Earlier this year, UKLPG informed

the BEIS Select Committee that

an unintended consequence of

the methodology behind Energy

Performance Certificates (EPCs)

is moving some homeowners

away from low carbon fuels and

onto higher carbon energy

sources, directly contradicting

Government’s wider

decarbonisation objectives.

The association raised

longstanding concerns about the

EPC calculation methodology

used to measure energy efficiency,

as it places disproportionate focus

on the cost of the input fuel rather

than the building fabric. The EPC

rating is positioned as a measure

of energy efficiency, in reality

however, the rating is actually a

measure of energy cost per m2.

This method is particularly

distorting when comparing

various fuel types between similar

properties and creates a particular

problem for off-gas grid

properties where all fuel options

are more expensive than natural

gas. 

Off-grid properties are instantly

disadvantaged as their location

dictates their fuel options, which

automatically results in lower EPC

ratings than their mains gas

counterparts. For example, an

identical property built to the

exact same standards will receive

a much lower rating if it happens

to be situated outside the

coverage area of mains gas. An

unintended consequence of this is

that homeowners are moving

away from low carbon fuels to

higher carbon alternatives in order

to gain a higher EPC rating on

their property.

To encourage investment in

meaningful energy efficiency

improvements both on and off the

grid, EPCs should be calculated to

encourage investment in building

fabric and energy efficiency

measures irrespective of a

property’s input fuel. As the Clean

Growth Strategy explicitly

references using EPCs as the

mechanism by which

performance standards will be

driven and measured, UKLPG will

continue to lobby BEIS to remove

energy cost from the EPC

calculation, to ensure they are an

accurate, fair and effective tool for

Government to achieve its policy

aims. 

For more information please

contact Sophia Haywood.

UKLPG 
illustrates 

EPC concerns 
following energy 
efficiency inquiry UKLPG

&DfT
Operational
Meeting
Department for Transport

(DfT) and Vehicle Certification

Agency (VCA) officials

recently attended a meeting

with UKLPG members in

Kenilworth to progress projects

that are underway. Following a

UKLPG request, the DfT

agreed to widen the scope of

the meeting to include all

issues relating to the design,

construction and inspection of

road tankers and cylinders.

Therefore the new format

enabled members to seek

updates on notified body

status following Brexit which

included the Irish border, PRV

settings for UK and the request

to extend the timescale to

change the size of UN

markings on cylinders via a

multilateral agreement with

other affected EU states.

UKLPG will work with

Government on the roll out of

the Code of Practice that is

currently in production relating

to the periodic inspection of

cylinders.

A V O N M O U T H  L P G  S T O R A G E  F A C I L I T Y E P C  C O N C E R N S I U K L P G  &  D F T

When will the Avonmouth LNG

facility convert to LPG? 

We expect the site to be fully

operational in the next 18 to 24

months.

What drove the decision to

convert the site? 

Procuring a site of this size and

setup – already constructed and

with a significant remaining lifespan

– marked a huge opportunity not

only for Flogas, but for the LPG

industry as a whole. The

Avonmouth site is the largest of its

kind in the UK, equipped for at

least 20 to 30 more years of

operation. There is no site of this

size or capability already built, and

the cost to construct a similar site

today from scratch would be

extremely expensive, so this really

is a remarkable opportunity.

Will the new facility serve the

whole of the UK?

Because of logistical constraints,

the new terminal is best placed to

improve LPG supply in the

Midlands and the South of

England. This will also have a

knock-on impact on the supply

chain nationwide, freeing up

capacity elsewhere – and adding

value beyond its immediate

geographical impact.

Will it create new jobs in the local

area?

Yes, it will create approximately 45

local jobs. This includes operational

roles (with the site operating 24/7),

as well as site maintenance, drivers,

engineers and other skilled

positions.

Will it reduce the availability of

LNG in the UK?

No. The Avonmouth LNG facility

was decommissioned in 2016

having come to the end of its

natural life – and LNG supply was

moved to the Isle of Grain terminal

in Kent. Now supplying LNG from

the Isle of Grain, Flogas has the

most comprehensive LNG network

in the UK, and this is unaffected by

Avonmouth plans.

What does it mean for the future

of LPG in the UK?

It will have a major impact on the

UK’s LPG capacity, with the ability

to store 34,564 tonnes, and will

strengthen the wider supply chain.

It means unprecedented security

of supply year-round, helping to

meet the demands of a growing

market. It also means added

assurance to Flogas LPG

customers (current and future),

and even more confidence to the

wider LPG industry at an important

time.

Is demand for LPG growing in 

the UK? 

Yes, and at Flogas we’re seeing this

in both consumer and commercial

spaces. The UK gas grid only

extends so far – and as a readily

available, versatile and lower

carbon alternative to conventional

fossil fuels, LPG offers a genuine

energy solution to millions of off-

grid households and businesses.

The government’s Clean Growth

Strategy and decarbonisation

plans play a central role in

supporting this, as we move away

from polluting fuels like oil and coal. 

What is the biggest LPG growth

market? 

Whilst we expect growth in

customer numbers to come largely

from the off-grid residential sector

(particularly as the Clean Growth

Strategy strives to decarbonise

850,000 homes currently using

oil), it’s likely that in the coming

years the majority of growth in

LPG volume will come from

industry, transport and commercial

sectors. 

How is Flogas working to support

the Clean Growth Strategy? 

We welcome the government’s

Clean Growth Strategy, in particular

its commitment to phase out high-

carbon fossil fuels in off-grid

homes and businesses. LPG is the

cleanest conventional fossil fuel

available to off-grid customers,

emitting 33% less CO2 than coal

and 15% less than heating oil. This is

a significant opportunity for Flogas

and the wider LPG industry – as

we’re able to provide a cleaner off-

grid fuel solution, with genuine

security of supply.

Will Avonmouth be Bio-ready?

The industry is already invested in

moving towards BioLPG as a

future fuel – offering an even lower

carbon, renewable alternative that’s

chemically identical to LPG. This

means that Flogas’ existing

infrastructure – and the new

Avonmouth LPG site – will be Bio-

ready from the outset.

Avonmouth Q&A
Lee Gannon, Managing Director, Flogas Britain
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W I N T E R  R E P O R T I N G

The term winter reporting comes

up in many UKLPG

communications and meetings,

and as it is a critical process for

monitoring the LPG supply

situation as an industry, we

thought we would explain a little

more about the report and the

latest updates that have been

made to the process.

What is it?
A weekly gathering of data from

UKLPG’s LPG supplier members,

which is anonymised and

submitted to BEIS every Tuesday

morning between October and

April (or when the British weather

decides winter is over!).

Why?
The data collected is used by

UKLPG and BEIS to monitor the

supply situation and give us early

warning if either the weather or

terminal issues are likely to cause an

LPG supply issue. This early

warning would enable UKLPG and

members to put contingency plans

into place, but vitally, the data

collected would also provide the

evidence required if we were to

need to request from the

Government a relaxation to drivers’

hours. The data submitted in the

winter report ensures BEIS are

already aware of any potential

issues which should help to speed

up any drivers hours’ relaxation

request.

What is new?
UKLPG has been sending a winter

report to BEIS since 2014 and the

process has gone through a

number of revisions since then, the

latest being in the summer of 2018

when we redesigned the data

collection sheet to enable a greater

range of data to be collected. We

also redesigned the report itself

which now contains two sections –

Refineries and Orders.

About the Refineries 
For each refinery we collect supply

levels offered against demand and

gather information on issues that

may cause supply levels to drop. 

About the Orders 
This section shows information on

orders and deliveries being made

regionally for the proceeding week

along with information on delivery

capacities for the upcoming week. 

Anonymising the data 
Once the data has been received

each week it is merged 

anonymously onto a master

spreadsheet and displayed in

graphs to enable ourselves and

BEIS to monitor and spot any

potential issues before they arise.

Where is the data
sent? 
The data is sent to the supply

resilience team in BEIS which

monitors the supply situation as the

winter progresses.

Supply and resilience
information for
UKLPG members
There is a new page in the

Members’ Lounge area of the

UKLPG website called “Supply and

Resilience” which contains all

relevant UKLPG processes and

forms including the UKLPG

Emergency Exemption guidance

and the Crisis Communications

flowchart. In order for us to fully

understand the supply situation in

all regions it would be really helpful

for any members that don’t

currently supply winter reporting

data to share any supply issues with

us should they arise – hence there is

a copy of the winter reporting data

collection sheet in this area which

can be completed by any additional

suppliers if required. We urge all

members to keep us up to date

with any supply issues as soon as

they arise and this spreadsheet is

the simplest way to do so. Any data

shared with us is anonymised and,

again, enables us to build evidence

should we need to make a request

to relax drivers’ hours.

UKLPG Resilience
project
Once the resilience project, as

mentioned overleaf, has been

completed, information will be

shared in the Members’ Lounge

area. 

If you have any questions on winter

reporting, contact Becki Johnson. 

Sample Orders Graph  
(dip due to limited reporting over the Christmas period)
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Scott Ingram, Managing Director

of Universal Verification Ltd

provides a concise overview on

the fundamentals of The

Pressure Systems Safety

Regulations 2000 (PSSR) and

their applicability to UKLPG

members.

PSSR is a Statutory Instrument

(SI) in the UK (SI 2000/128). All

SI's form the basis of law.

The aim of PSSR is to prevent

injury from unintentional release

of stored energy (pressure). PSSR

outlines key requirements for the

dutyholders. The users, owners,

suppliers, installers etc. of

pressure systems. However, the

main dutyholders are typically the

user or owner of the system.

Typical PSSR questions:

Q1: Is the PSSR a European

Directive? 

A1:No, PSSR is only applicable in

the UK – You can’t blame

Brexit.

Q2:Does the HSE notify

companies (dutyholders) of

their responsibilities? 

A2:No, the onus is on the

dutyholder to understand the

requirements and comply

with them.

Q3: Can the HSE prosecute

dutyholders for not

complying with PSSR? 

A3: Yes, a number of dutyholders

have been prosecuted under

PSSR over the last few years.

Q4:Are there any guidance that

the dutyholders can follow? 

A4: Yes, guidance is available on

the HSE website and the HSE

Approved Code of Practice

(ACOP) L122.

Q5: Is LPG covered in PSSR? 

A5: Yes, LPG is a relevant fluid

under PSSR. LPG storage

vessels are pressure systems.

Q6:My company is the owner/

user of an LPG storage

vessel; do I have duties under

PSSR? 

A6: Yes, you would be a

dutyholder under PSSR.

PPSR is made up of 15

Regulations. The main

Regulations applicable to UKLPG

members are Regulations 7,8,9

and 14:

• Regulation 7: Safe Operating

Limits (SOLs): - These refer to

parameters such as

temperatures, pressures,

volumes, flow rates etc. of the

system beyond which a failure is

likely to occur.

• Regulation 8: Written Scheme

of Examination (WSE): - A

fundamental requirement! This

details which parts need

examination, and how and when

they will be examined. 

• Regulation 9: Examination in

accordance with WSE: - The

physical examination of the

system.

• Regulation 14: Keeping of

records: - Having the paper trail.

Please look out for an article on

Regulation 8; the WSE in the next

edition of Source. 

If you would like some advice/

guidance on PSSR, please feel

free to contact us – our details are

on the UKLPG website. 

PSSR

Running Total of Orders - National
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The association was pleased

to support Fuel Poverty

Awareness day in February as

part of National Energy

Action’s (NEA) Warm & Safe

Homes campaign. 

The campaign looks to raise

awareness of those in fuel

poverty and the action that

needs to be taken by UK and

Devolved Government, as well

as reiterate key safety

messages about the use of gas

at home. 

Earlier this year, NEA

announced that

there were over

17,000 deaths due

to cold housing

conditions last

winter (17/18) and

almost twice as many

people died compared to

the year before. With a large

proportion of fuel poor

households living in off-grid

properties, it

highlights the

importance of and

the meaning

behind our

Customer Charter

which was signed by

all UKLPG members.

For more information visit:

www.nea.org.uk 

Following the disruptions to supply and the extreme weather events of last

winter, UKLPG is in the process of carrying out an industry-wide resilience

project to understand the challenges members faced.

Raised as a key issue at the last UKLPG conference and AGM meeting, UKLPG

has been working on a number of workstreams to ensure the industry is more

resilient should similar circumstances happen again and to ensure the industry 

is best placed to maximise the potential for growth. 

The resilience project sits at the heart of this, in the form of an anonymous

qualitative and quantitative study with LPG supplier members to fully understand

the capacity for growth, supply flows and storage capability, while also collecting information that will

enable the industry to liaise more effectively with Government and policy makers as part of our

lobbying work and in the event of winter disruptions.

For more information on the project, please contact Sophia Haywood. 

UKLPG leads on
resilience project
for industry

UKLPG 
supports 

Fuel Poverty
Awareness Day

Vaporizing 
LPG with no
running costs &
no emissions
By Neil Ormrod, ITO Europe

For many years LPG has been

vaporized using electrical hot

bath systems which can be very

expensive for running costs and

for the environment.  

As an example:

• 100 kg/h vaporizer @ 200 hours

per month = £3,200 running

costs & produces 9,360 kg of CO2

(2017 figures)

Companies are always looking at

ways of reducing costs and with

the UK’s targets to reduce carbon

emissions, innovative ways of

assisting when vaporizing LPG have

been introduced on to the market.

New vaporizers manufactured from

aluminium fins use the warmth of

the air passing through these fins to

vaporize the LPG. The first stage

regulator reduces the inlet pressure

by 1 bar which sharply reduces the

temperature of the LPG producing

a significant difference between the

internal temperature & the ambient

temperature enabling vaporization

to take place.

The system incorporates safety

devices including liquid carry over

protection & safety relief valves.

Capacity can be increased by

adding fin pipes for a range of 100

Kg/h to 1500 Kg/h. 

Unlike hot water versions, the

aluminium vaporizers ensure no

corrosion and when the time comes

for disposal the units are recyclable.

As the vaporizers are powered by

the warmth and movement of the

surrounding air, they are low

maintenance and still operate during

power cuts/shortages. Running

costs are nil and emissions are nil.

ITO Europe offers the ecoRizer

product which delivers the benefits

mentioned above. For more

information, please visit

www.ito-europe.com or give me a

call, my details are on the UKLPG

website. 



Clesse UK is the market leader

for quality solutions in pressure

regulation. Whether it’s a

cylinder, tank, or metered

network, Clesse has the

expertise to ensure the correct

solution is delivered punctually,

supported by our inhouse

technical professionals.

Evolution®

Remains Clesse
UK’s Core
Philosophy in
2019

Successful launches in 2018 of

Evolution® Meterbox and BP24

pressure regulators is further

extended in 2019 by the new

Evolution® CompacTi cylinder

management system. The

substantial investment and

development will bring with it a

completely new concept and

business model experience for

gas suppliers and users of

cylinders, spearheading Clesse’s

tradition of innovation in the UK

LP gas market. Clesse

continually strives to improve

service, quality, and facilitate

growth for industry

stakeholders.

We  supply a wide range of LPG

equipment -  blowtorches,  gas

furnaces, lights, heaters, fittings,

regulators, hose, boiling rings,

cookers etc etc; and in addition

we would like to draw your

attention to:

Decorative Gas flames - for

WWI Battle’s Over Centenary

Gas Beacon, Olympic Torch

Burner, and Queen’s 90th

Birthday Beacon.

Fan assisted heaters  - a wide

range of heaters for propane

from 10 to 100 kW for marquees

and general commercial and

industrial environments.

Gas access point for caravans,

cabins, houses. 

Superb innovative design.

We particularly like to design

and build lpg appliances to

meet customer requirements,

Cavagna Group –
Advanced Solutions for
Gas Control
Cavagna Group provides

products and technology

solutions to the entire LPG

supply chain from the storage

terminal to the end user.  From

smart metering and IOT

technology, bulk and cylinder

valves and regulators, delivery

truck equipment, vehicle

alternative fuel systems, to the

Greengear range of

environmentally friendly LPG

generators, water pumps and

mowers, Cavagna Group has

the solution.
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Telephone: 01332 875878    sales@uk.cavagnagroup.com    www.cavagnagroup.com

Telephone: 01905 842020      sales@clesse.co.uk      www.clesse.co.ukTelephone: 0121 765 2000      sales@bullfinch-gas.co.uk      www.bullfinch-gas.co.uk

Innovative Computer Software
for Today’s LPG Distributor

CODAS is a suite of software

designed to meet the full range

of specialist requirements for

downstream LPG and Oil

distributors.

financial suite supported by the

reporting of management

information, CODAS has been

proven to dramatically improve

operational efficiency, increase

sales and profitability and

reduce costs.

With CODAS as your chosen

software solution, richer

engagement with your

customers and maximised

operational efficiency lies at

your fingertips. With CDS as

your software partner,

unparalleled commitment and

comprehensive business

support is guaranteed.

Telephone: 0161 832 9251              sales@codas.com www.codas.com

From prospecting for new

business, customer & sales

activities, load scheduling &

routing, purchasing & stock

control, to a full business

Bullfinch
specialise in
Flame
Technology
and the
Equipment
to go with it.



Elaflex are a leading international

company of equipment for use in

safety critical applications in the

LPG industry.

Our products are always "state-

of-the-art"and we are accredited

to ISO 9001 and have the skills

and resources to provide our

customers with the technical

know-how in support of our

products.

Equipment for the transfer of

LPG must provide a high level of

safety throughout.  From the

refinery to the point of use,

operators require reliable

equipment without the risk of

cold burns or unwanted product

release. ELAFLEX does the job!

Hoses – Orange band LPG to EN

1762. Extruded construction with

braided reinforcements gives

unequalled flexibility, pressure safety

and long service life. Our Autogas

dispensing hoses guarantee product

purity and safe, hassle-free refuelling.

Fittings – (ACME, NPT, DIN/ASA

flanges) steel, stainless steel or brass. 

Dry Gas couplings – used at liquid or

vapour transfer points where you do

not want product loss. DG Couplings

will reduce the hazards typically

found with LPG.

Nozzles – Autogas nozzles, ZVG2

w/ACME, DISH, EURO and Bayonet

ELAFLEX does the job...

Telephone: 01992 452950    sales@elaflex.co.uk    www.elaflex.co.uk

types available. Service repair, fully

tested and certified.

Breakaways – All LPG hose

assemblies are available

with reusable safety breaks, which

will separate to avoid spill and

equipment damage.

Hose testing –On-site to UIS 24

(cop14). We come to you! No hassle

sending the hose away. Minimum

downtime. 

Expansion Joints – For piping

systems, installations on board LPG

tankers ERV-OR rubber expansion

joints, considered as best industry

standard.

Continental Boiling
Rings are back
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Continental are pleased to

announce that their range of

boiling rings are now back in

stock.  Following the introduction

of the GAR regulation we took

the opportunity improve our

existing range. 

New tooling means the casting

and the overall finish of the

product is of the highest quality,

the control taps have been

improved to help give a cleaner

burn and in the case of the large

boiling ring we have increased

the heat output to 6.5kw.

The range has CE approval for

both the boiling ring and the

control taps.  Finally we have

increased the thickness, strength

and overall quality of the

packaging to help with retail

sales and transport.

Please contact us for 

further details and pricing.

Telephone: 01508 528060      Mike.Collins@continental-uk.com      www.continental-uk.com

Experts in Engineering
Compliance in Electrical,
Control & Instrumentation
Services for all Industries
Covol Engineering is a leading

UK Electrical, Control &

Instrumentation Engineering

Design and Consultancy

business. Our services include;

Electrical Power Systems,

Process Safety, Specialist

Electrical, Control &

Instrumentation Engineering

Services helping identify our

client’s areas of risk, implement

improvements and support

expansion strategies.

With over 40 years of

international engineering

experience working with clients

who operate in high hazard,

demanding and heavily

regulated industry sectors.

We are considered the partner

of choice to customers across all

sectors, including; Oil & Gas,

Manufacturing, Petrochemical,

Food & Drink, Pharmaceutical

and Utilities, offering end to end

EC&I engineering design and

build projects along with full

project management from

initiation to project closure. Covol

also delivers independent design

validation procedures to ensure

our clients Electrical, Control and

Instrumented systems meet the

requirements and specifications

to fulfil its intended purpose.

Ready to engineer change and

progress in your business? Please

contact our team today:

info@covol.co.uk

Telephone: 01642 613 622      info@covol.co.uk     www.covol.co.uk

GLI are one of the largest

Pressure Vessel manufacturers

in Europe, established over 50

years ago, they continue to

develop product and export to

a global market. 

Robert Cato is the UK and ROI

agent and has been involved in

the LPG industry for over 30

years.

LPG vessels are available from

UK stock  I stock static storage

vessels from 1400 Litre to

4600 Litre both above ground

and below ground.

These vessels are supplied

ready for use and are fitted

with standard UK valves.

I can undertake special

projects to build any vessel 

to order with a capacity up 

to 180,000 Litres, Vessels can

be built to meet ARD and

IMDG requirements, for use on

road, sea and internationally. 

Contact: Robert Cato     Mobile: 07770766634      sales@robertcato.co.uk

LPG Vessels



SNG Generation
from LPG 
The ITO PA System

Digging up gas mains cuts off

supplies and disrupts homes and

businesses.

Many companies use the PA for

CHP and Gas Engines as backup

for gas supply failure, in country

areas with no Natural Gas PA is

used to drive the Heat Engines.

House builders can supply gas

into homes before gas mains laid

without costly conversions later

and use Natural Gas approved

appliances in off-grid areas. The

choice is limited—change all

nozzles and jets in Natural Gas

appliances then change back once

the supply has been restored or

use an SNG Generator.

Telephone: 01296 655655                  sales@ito-europe.com        www.ito-europe.com

MANN TEK dry gas coupling
for safe handling of LPG - in
liquid or vapour phases
The Dry Gas 

Coupling has 

been developed for a safe 

and quick connection and

disconnection of hoses 

and loading arms to tank

trucks, rail tankers and tank

containers. A safe and

modern alternative to Acme

Couplings. During 

connection and after

disconnection there is no

spillage. This increases 

safety in the loading 

process of hazardous  

fluids.

Suitable for handling a

range of LPG applications -

Propane and Butane but also

for other applications with

similar requirements the Dry

Gas Coupling is quick and

easy to use and low

maintenance.

The robust design, easy

servicing and high level of

www.mann-tek.com/products/dry-gas-couplings/why-use-dry-gas-couplings

security assures safe and

frequent use on a long term

basis. This protects the

environment and the media

handled, reduces the risk of

accidents and saves money.

When you need 100% 

reliability - talk to

KC ProSupply UK

KC ProSupply UK is your One

Stop Shop for all things LPG.

Whether it's liquid or vapour,

pumping or servicing, cylinder

or tank filling, KC ProSupply can

supply it all.

With our new range of vapour

regulators, we now can supply

all your needs.

With over 125 years' worth of

combined knowledge over all

aspects of the UK LPG industry,

we are the place to go to.

Not only do we supply the best

equipment but we also can

install and service them. Again,

with years of experience in the

vaporiser and Autogas

installation and servicing, you

can't go wrong with KC

ProSupply UK.

Telephone: 01792 224000    sales@kcprosupplyuk.com        www.kcprosupply.com
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The one-stop shop for gas equipment

Uses no external power source

such as electricity, highly

portable, feeder gas LPG

readily available. WLPGA GTC

Innovation Award Winner

Our relationship with UKLPG

and our expertise gained from

providing insurance to the

hazardous and

waste sectors for more than 30

years puts us in a unique

position to understand your

business and to

build a tailor-made, cost-

effective solution for your own

unique insurance needs.

We’re also here when you need

us; whether there’s a tanker

accident, a chemical spillage, or

environmental pollution, our

people are here; 24 hours a day,

365 days a year. When something

goes wrong, speed of response

and expertise are critical. Can you

afford to not be fully protected?

So as you plan for the
worst, make sure the best
is by your side.

Telephone: 01372 869737  

www.OAMPS.co.uk

  
Tel: 01372 869762
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Think you know what we do?
Your insurance specialists for
hazardous goods and
environmental industries
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demonstrate both our current

capability and pathway to a zero

carbon future. Delivering this

message is the key focus for

UKLPG activity over the next 12

months and we have a number

of ongoing studies,

consultations and projects to

ensure our message is

communicated so that our

industry remains part of the

energy mix over the coming

decades. Replacing high carbon

heating systems with low

carbon LPG is an immediate

solution that enables the UK

Government to swiftly and

smoothly meet its

decarbonisation objectives

within the Clean Growth

Strategy, and this is exactly the

message that UKLPG is

lobbying hard to deliver.

Following the disruptions to

supply and the extreme

weather events of last winter,

UKLPG is in the process of

carrying out an industry-wide

supply resilience project to fully

understand the challenges

faced by members at that time

and produce recommendations

to strengthen the supply chain.

Resilience has been raised by

the Government as a key focus

area, plus members at the 2018

UKLPG conference discussed

the topic in detail. Since then 

UKLPG has been working

on a number of

workstreams to ensure the

industry is more resilient

should similar

circumstances happen

again, and this supply project

intends to ensure we have an

effective supply chain that can

and will deliver growth.

In order for the Government to

include LPG in their future

energy mix, it is vital for us to

show a credible path into the

future and that path must be

bio. Though LPG is already

low carbon, we have the

potential to deliver an even

cleaner product. BioLPG

which can be derived from

production processes that use a

variety of biological materials as

feedstocks is already available

on the market and now the

industry needs to demonstrate

its ability to roll out bioLPG over

the next decade. BioLPG has

the potential to provide up to

80% carbon emissions

reduction and carries the same

low NOx and PM content as

conventional LPG. As it is

chemically indistinct from LPG it

can be ‘dropped-in’ to existing

supply chains which sets it

apart from bioliquids that

cannot currently be blended

with their conventional

counterparts and thus require

new infrastructure. Similarly,

unlike other forms of bioenergy,

bioLPG is non-corrosive an

therefore existing LPG storage

and distribution infrastructure 

does not require any upgrade

investment. All of these reasons

make for an easy

implementation which is

invaluable to share in our

engagement with Government. 

Looking at autogas, UKLPG

and its members have been

lobbying to develop the market

given the Government’s focus

on air quality in our cities and

their tough targets on vehicle

emissions. Following on from

the successes in Birmingham

where the city provided

incentives to support the

conversion of black cabs to

LPG,  ‘Transport for London’

has recently announced £5

million grant funding for

repowering London TX4 Euro

5 taxis to autogas LPG. UKLPG

will clearly be building on this

positive policy decision and is

working with local authorities

throughout the country to

deliver clean air for all. 

Though UKLPG’s focus will be

on developing the future for

the industry and ensuring the

operational environment is

conducive for delivering

growth, the association will

also keep a close eye on the

here and now - supporting

current challenges, promoting

the benefits of our versatile

fuel to customers, agreeing

industry protocol to ensure

customers are treated

professionally, producing our

highly regarded Codes of

Practice to keep our industry

safe, and fundamentally,

working with members to

achieve our vision. 

George Webb, 

UKLPG Chief Executive

Delivering clean growth for
Government, members and customers

George Webb - UKLPG Chief Executive

Having been a UKLPG Board

member for 4 years and being

part of the team involved with

setting the vision for the

association, it is more than a

little ironic to find myself

leading the team that has to

deliver that vision! 

I would not have accepted the

role of UKLPG Chief Executive

if I did not firmly believe we

have a strong Board to set the

direction, a team that can

deliver and an active and

supportive membership. The

LPG industry is in a compelling

position with the opportunity

to be a crucial part of the

Government’s decarbonisation

strategy and I am eager,

excited and motivated to

work with the Board,

UKLPG team and

members to achieve that

vision.

With the Government’s

Clean Growth Strategy

published in October 2017

setting out stringent targets to

reduce carbon emissions, the

time is now for us to

“UKLPG’s 
supply resilience project
intends to ensure we have
an effective supply chain
that can and will deliver

growth.”

“it is vital 
for us to show a

credible path into the
future and that path

must be bio.”
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Orange County UK supply and

maintain high quality equipment

to the UK LPG industry,

including:

Ebsray LPG pumps – Ebsray

pumps are extremely reliable,

quiet and powerful with very

high differential pressures as

standard (up to 14 bar dP) from

a single stage impeller. More

than 15 years of experience with

LPG Pumps
and LPG
Pipework
SAFE and EFFICIENT

transfer of LPG

Liquid and Vapour

several thousand pumps

supplied into the UK LPG

market.

Brugg LPG Pipe - LPG pipework

is supplied factory tested and

certified for direct burial,

installation through ducts or

installation above ground (UV

stable). More than 20 years of

experience with 150,000 metres

installed on more than 1,500 UK

sites with minimal fuss or

maintenance.

LPG Applications Include:

Engine Test Cell Supplies, Forklift

Filling, Autogas LPG, Depot

Pumps, LPG Truck Pumps,

Aerosol Can Filling, Bottle Filling

and Bulk Transfer.

Telephone: +44(0)1388 813433 

sales@orangecounty.co.uk

SSI continues to re-invest into

their processes and

infrastructure.

February 2019 saw the

completion of our new,

bespoke cylinder finishing line.

This included new equipment

to semi-automate the final

stages of the periodic

inspection process including

cylinder thread cleaning and

internal inspection, valve

fitting, air charging, water bath

and air discharge/ purge.

2019/2020 sees more

investment with orders already

placed to redesign and update

their gas recovery facility and

the valve removal/ external

visual inspection stages.

Partnering with Universal

Verification and Duralsan the

Directors have a 5-year plan

for continued investment to

ensure our facility and

processes are in line with best 

SSI continues their
programme of ongoing
investment

Telephone   : 0121 522 2373    chris@southstaffsindustries.com    www.southstaffsindustries.com

Smart Cylinders provides a

system for real time

monitoring of LPG cylinders,

which makes it easy for LPG

suppliers and distributors to

optimize their logistics, cut

costs, and create a hassle-free

solution for their customers.

The patent pending Smart

Cylinders sensor monitors LPG

consumption in real time by

measuring the cylinders weight.

The sensor is a retrofit that can

easily be applied to existing

cylinders, and no

technician is

required in the

installation process.

The Smart

Cylinders

dashboard

provides a simple overview of gas

consumption and have built-in

smartness to optimize the

distribution of gas cylinders.

smartcylinders.com

Simplifying LPG
delivery services

TracPipe®CC™ is the original

TracPipe® but it has a second

polyethylene outer cover over

the length of the product.

TracPipe®CC™ is designed to

overcome the need to install an

additional secondary

containment sleeve as the

product is produced with the

secondary containment already

in place.

The second outer cover

includes ridges on the internal

Telephone: 01295 676 670    eurosales@omegaflex.com    www.tracpipe.co.uk

surface which form channels

between the first and second

covers. In the unlikely event of

a gas escape, the design

allows for a passage to be

formed for any escaping gas

to move freely along the space

formed to a safe and

ventilated location at each end

of the pipe.

TracPipe®CC™ also overcomes

issues around vertical runs as

the ridges on the internal

surface offer support to the

internal pipe whilst also

maintaining the channels for

free movement of gas

should there be an escape.

TracPipe®CC™ is available in

sizes DN22, DN28 and DN32

as standard and DN15,

DN40 and DN50 are

available upon request.

TracPipe®CC™ is supplied

on reels of varying standard

lengths with longer lengths

available as special orders.

We’ve got something new
up our sleeve…
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Bulk LPG services for
caravans & holiday homes

We carry out design, installation,

testing, repairs and upgrades of

underground gas pipework on

multi-distribution systems on

caravan parks.

• Mains design &

management

• Installation

• Testing & soundness

• Repairs

• Pipework upgrades

• Leak detection

• Meters

• Regulators

• Valves

• Galvanised & steel pipework

Telephone: 01723 582221 or 0845 344 0228
enquiries@vanguardcaravanservices.co.uk
www.vanguardcaravanservices.co.uk

Universal’s partner, Durulsan

designed and manufactured the

bespoke equipment in

accordance with applicable

regulations (Machinery Directive,

ATEX, Low Voltage etc.) and

performed full installation,

training and commissioning. The

entire process was project

managed by Universal.

Our network of affiliate

consultants and engineers means

that we have the proven

capability to provide full turnkey

solutions to the LPG industry.

Telephone: +44 (0)1952 370011         enquiries@universal-verification.com      

The first Durulsan equipment has

now been installed and

commissioned in the UK.

Universal were approached by

South Staffs Industries to assist in

the upgrade and automation of

their cylinder periodic inspection

finishing line. Their remit was

simple: improve efficiency whilst

maintaining health and safety.

Established in 1990, Wilson Gas

Services have been involved in

the LPG industry carrying out

various duties such as Landlord

inspections, LPG Gas tank

installations and inspections for

all the major LPG supply

companies.  We now specialise

in the upgrading of Park Home

and caravan/lodge parks from

a single cylinder supply to a

continuous underground

reticulation system.  We advise,

design, install and see the

project through to its completion.

The past 12 months have seen us

undertake large projects for some

of the major players, i.e. Bourne

Leisure (Haven), Parkdean Resorts,

Park Leisure 2000, The Haulfryn

Group and Darwin Escapes

(Holidays) in places such as South

Wales, West Sussex, Somerset,

Devon and Cornwall.  We have

also been heavily involved the the

steel pipe replacenment

programme ensuring customers

comply with the HSE deadlines.

Telephone: 01404 815280

wilsongas@btinternet.com

Specialists in the design and
installation of gas systems
for the leisure industry

Having being in existence for

over 70 years and an being an

active member of UKLPG, and

predecessors, for forty years

John Wigfull & Co have built up

some experience in a wide

variety of LPG installations.

In addition to routine

maintenance of all sizes of

vessels we are able to advise

on both current and proposed

installations. Company owned

equipment allows us to

monitor/test both complete

systems and the performance

of individual components.

Recent projects have included

LPG recovery installations,

pump performance

assessments, hose strength

tests, training courses and site

electrical fault location. 

The Company continues to be

involved with UKLPG working

groups and provides a link to

other organisations.

John Wigfull & Co. Ltd

Contact: Richard Wigfull     Telephone: 01 16 28 62 287      Email: wigfullr@btopenworld.com

JW
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Road 
Tanker  
PRV Testing

It is anticipated that, once

completed, this evaluation will

contribute to the evidence base

that will allow UK inspection

bodies to justify a check of the

documentation or the marking of

PRV set pressures rather than

physically testing such valves at

intermediate inspections. 

UKLPG has made it clear to the

DfT that whilst these tests are

being conducted, LPG suppliers

are continuing to face increased

financial costs, asking the DfT to

clarify the total number of PRVs

that will need to be tested in

order for them to draw a

conclusion. 

For more information, please

contact Richard Hakeem. 

To date UKLPG has submitted

results of 145 pressure relief

valve (PRV) tests to the

Department for Transport

(DfT) as part of the project to

evaluate the success of PRVs

in minimising the risk of

BLEVEs.

A report summarising the

preliminary findings has now

been submitted to the ADR

Joint Meeting for discussion in

March. In their report the DfT

stated that 144 PRVs opened at

a pressure at or above their

marked set pressure, and in all

cases, this was below the

hydraulic test pressure of the

tanks to which they were fitted.

The remaining PRV opened

and resealed at a pressure

below its marked set pressure

and this is thought to be due

to the valve being incorrectly

set prior to installation. To date

no performance differences

have been identified between

the fully internal or semi-

internal type valves. 

The DfT went on to say that

significantly, from a safety

perspective, the results

indicate that all PRVs

evaluated under this

programme would have

provided overpressure

protection, and that there is

reason to be optimistic that

their performance is not likely

to deteriorate between

periodic inspections.

Revised European Standard
BS EN 16436-2:2018 Part 2: Assemblies - Rubber and plastics hoses, tubing and

assemblies for use with propane and butane and their mixture in the vapour phase

has been published. This document describes and specifies the characteristics and

performance requirements for assemblies made of tubing and hoses complying with

EN 16436-1:2014+A2:2018.
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UKLPG's Codes of

Practice, which provide

guidance on best

engineering and safety

practice, are amongst the

most recognised in the

LPG world.

The Codes cover

transportation, storage,

installation, operations 

and utilisation of LPG.

They have been developed

by experts from within the

industry in consultation

with the UK Health &

Safety Executive and

other government

authorities.

For more information and

to purchase visit 

www.uklpg.org/resources

/codes-of-practice

No. Details

Fund LPG Technical Fundamentals

1 Bulk LPG Storage at Fixed Installations

Part 1: Design and Installation

Part 2: Small Bulk Installations for Domestic Purposes

Part 3: Examination and Inspection 

Part 4: Buried/Mounded LPG Storage Vessels

2 Safe Handling and Transport of LPG in Road Tankers and Tank

Containers by Road 

3 Recommendations for Prevention or Control of Fire Involving LPG

4 Recommendations for the Safe and Satisfactory Operation of

Bitumen Boilers and Mastic Asphalt Cauldrons Mixers and Hand

Tools Operating on Commercial Propane

7 Storage of Full and Empty LPG Cylinders and Cartridges

9 Recommendations for LPG-Air Plants

10 The use of LPG in Containers Installed in Mobile Equipment

11 Autogas Installations (Vehicle installations.)

12 Recommendations for the Safe Filling of LPG Cylinders at Depots

14 Hoses for the Transfer of LPG in Bulk - Installation, Inspection and

Maintenance

15 Valves and Fittings for LPG Service

Part 1: Safety Valves

Part 2: Valves for Transportable LPG Cylinders

17 Purging LPG Vessels and Systems

18 Recommendations for the Safe Use of LPG as a Propulsion Fuel for

Boats, Yachts and Other Craft

19 Liquid Measuring Systems for LPG 

Part 1:  Flow Rates up to 80 litres per minute in 

Installations Dispensing Road Vehicle Fuel

Part 2: Transfers between Mobile Equipment and Fixed 

LPG Storage at Flow Rates above 80 litres/minute

20 Liquid LPG Dispensing Facilities

21 Guidelines for Caravan Ventilation and Flueing Checks

22 LPG Piping Systems: Design and Installation

24 The use of LPG cylinders 

Part 1: The use of propane cylinders at residential premises

Part 2: The use of butane cylinders at residential premises

Part 3: The use of LPG Commercial Mobile Catering 

Vehicles, similar Commercial Units And at 

Commercial Outdoor Functions

Part 5: The Storage and Use of LPG on Construction Sites

Part 6: Use of Propane in Cylinders at Commercial and 

Industrial Premises

25 LPG Central Storage and Distribution Infrastructure for Multiple

Consumers

26 Uplifting of Bulk LPG Vessels from Site and their Carriage to and

from Site by Road

27 The Carriage of LPG Cylinders by Road and Hazard Information and

Labelling Requirements

30 Gas Installations for Motive Power on Mechanical Handling and

Maintenance Equipment

GN2 A Guide to Servicing Cabinet Heaters

GN3 A Guide to the preparation of Major Accident Hazard Prevention

Policies (MAPP’s)

Codesof
Practice



PRG Marketing, the publisher

of the LP Gas Today website,

directory and newsletters has

announced that it will cease

further updating of the

portals with immediate

effect.  

According to publisher and

founding editor, Ray Groves,

the decision has been made

with considerable regret

following nearly 25 years’

association with the LPG

industry, and in particular with

UKLPG and many of its

members and suppliers.

“Since the very early days

when we (PRG Marketing and

We are sorry to inform you

that Martyn Leek, the affable

editor of LP Gas magazine

which was published by PRG

Marketing sadly passed away

towards the end of last year.   

Martyn was a great colleague

of the UKLPG team who

possessed the same drive to

widen awareness of the LPG

industry. 

Paying tribute to Martyn,

Simon Groves, MD of PRG

wrote the following words: 

At PRG, 2018 has been a year

tinged with great sadness, as

we lost one of the PRG family.

Our dear friend and colleague

Martyn Leek, known

affectionately as “Leeky”, lost

LP Gas Today news 
portal comes to a halt

Martyn Leek eulogy 

PR) began producing LPGas

Magazine in close association

with the then LPGas

Association we have enjoyed a

good rapport with so many

within the industry here in the

UK as well as Europe. We have

also developed valuable

contacts throughout many

parts of the world. However it

has proved difficult for us to

match necessary revenues with

the demands of the very global

presence that we set out to

achieve for ourselves just a

couple of years ago.

“We would of course like to

record our thanks to the many

advertisers, sponsors and

U K L P G  P E O P L EU K L P G  P E O P L E
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contributors who have

supported our endeavours,

some of them for a major part

of our journey. 

“Our development and

progress too have been helped

by some excellent reporting

and editing as well as sales

support by our own staff along

the way, not least and most

recently by our editor Martyn

Leek who very sadly is no

longer with us having lost his

fight against cancer at the end

of last year. Our thoughts

remain with his wife and three

children”.

his courageous battle with

cancer and passed away on

28th November.

He leaves behind him his

courageous wife Donna and

three young boys. But more

than that, he leaves behind a lot

of people whose lives he made

a little brighter. He was a real

character, the type you don’t

often come across, who had an

infectious sense of humour and,

given his journalistic

background, a hell of a nose for

a story.

We all miss him greatly, and

he’s left a void in the office and

within the team, much as he

has with his friends and family.

Over the next year, we are

going to try and raise some

money for cancer charities in

his honour, and we will

definitely be raising a glass of

something strong to him at the

Christmas party because we

know that’s what Leeky would

have wanted.

On the 8th

October

last, the

LPG

industry

lost one

of its

leading

statesmen

with the passing of Patrick

Jeremy Kilmartin – Paddy.

There’s so much to say about

Paddy, listed below are just a

few quotes from people in the

industry.

Pat Ardis 
“Throughout my 50 years in

the LPG business, I’ve met so

many characters,

entrepreneurs, born leaders

and comics. Paddy stood out

because he encompassed all

these qualities. For several

decades he was the major

figure within our industry, a

fantastic ambassador for both

UK and EU LPG market. He

was a natural wit, raconteur

and great fun”

Rob Shuttleworth
“Whether he was in full charm

mode or making a robust and

forceful point - as he often did,

as many will attest to – you

were certainly aware of his

presence.”

Richard Martin
“I worked closely with Paddy

during my own tenure as MD

of Flogas Ireland and we both

were on the Board of DCC

Energy for a long period. We

shared many business,

personal and social contacts

and engagements. I really

enjoyed the fantastic

experience in his company. He

was the unique personality of

Flogas UK and indeed the wider

industry, and contributed

enormously to its present day

success.

Peter Ablett
“Where to start with Paddy? A

natural leader, a charismatic

person, a compelling and

hilarious speechmaker.

I remember seeing his LPGA

after-dinner talk and thinking he

could easily be a professional

stand-up. But his wit and oratory

were simply some of the tools he

harnessed for his twin passions

of developing Flogas and

promoting the LPG industry.

For his first passion he combined

strategic thinking, networking

and loyalty to his team. We

would sometimes watch open

jawed as he stood up against

what we perceived as the

arrogance of the oil majors at the

time. Under his leadership Flogas

always punched above its weight

and every one of the Flogas

management team would repeat

(and believe) the mantra that

running a business was a

privilege.

For the second passion he was

tireless in promoting the product

and industry – both in the UK

and Europe. He always believed

in the ability of the industry to

help government solve

problems. For a former oil man

there was never a hint that LPG

was anything other than the

most important part of the

remarkable.

Once met never forgotten.”

Paddy Kilmartin eulogy 

David Taylor,

Paul Blacklock

Following the imminent

retirement of Paul Blacklock,

Head of External Affairs at Calor

Gas, UKLPG is delighted to

announce that David Taylor, Head

of Corporate Affairs and

Innovation at Flogas will be

taking over the role of Chair of

UKLPG’s Off-Grid Energy Team). 

On behalf of members and the

Board, the UKLPG team would

like to take the opportunity to say

a huge thank you to Paul, for the

time and effort he has provided

to support the industry’s

lobbying campaigns and for

chairing the Off-Grid Energy

Team for a number of years. 

David is currently Head of

Corporate Affairs and Innovation

for Flogas and has previous

experience within the renewable

energy sector. He has worked

alongside trade associations

throughout his career and has

had much involvement in policy

and lobbying, sitting on several

committees and being invited to

speak at various industry

seminars and conferences.

So thank you Paul and
welcome on board David!

Fond
farewells
and a warm
welcome
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C Y L I N D E R  M A N A G E M E N T  

To maintain a focus on the

management of LPG cylinders,

UKLPG has revived a working

group to focus on cylinders

covering subjects including the

process to return company

branded cylinders, orphan

cylinders and the regulatory

consequence of LPG cylinders

entering the waste stream. 

At the first meeting of the new

group in January, members

recognised that although the

LPG industry has a great

opportunity with the UK

Government’s Clean Growth

Strategy, challenges could arise

in the form of unnecessary

regulatory burdens imposed by

the Environment Agency (EA)

unless industry achieves

significant improvement in

reducing the amount of LPG

cylinders entering the waste

stream. Consequently, members

agreed to work towards the

development of a credible,

controlled and auditable LPG

cylinder collection chain for

UKLPG member companies and

LPG orphan cylinders.

Due to the amount of work that

that this activity will generate,

the group will focus on LPG

cylinders only at this point. A

separate workstream will work

with the British Compressed Gas

Association and British

Recycling Metal Association to

cover all types of cylinders in

order to meet the industry’s

wider objectives.

The aims of the Cylinder

Management Group are as

follows: 

• Significantly reduce the

number of LPG

cylinders entering the

waste stream;

• Reduce opportunities for

unlawful handling, illicit

filling and illegal exports of

branded cylinders;

• Minimise regulatory burden

imposed by the Waste

Framework Directive 2008; 

• Significantly improve the

return of assets to their rightful

owners.

One of the key objectives of the

group is to provide evidence to

the Government and the EA to

support the industry’s assertion

that there is no legal premise to 

withdraw the ‘Low Risk Waste’ 

Regulation and that it should

continue to be applied to LPG

cylinders. 

The next interim progress

meeting will take place in May. 

For more information, please

contact Richard Hakeem. 

ADR Inter-
Governmental 
BLEVEGroup 

were quite conclusive and the

working group agreed to focus

on the importance of avoiding

fire propagation to/from the

cabin. This could mean

introducing specific protection

and isolation measures for tyres,

fuel tank and engine. However,

before any proposals can move

forward, further modelling work

is required. UKLPG & Liquid Gas

Europe will work with the French

Government to ensure any future

modelling is based on realistic

incident scenarios and agreed to

submit industry data on the

general characteristics of typical

LPG vehicles, e.g. axles, vehicle

sizes, steel thickness, sizes of fuel

tanks, general filling ratios etc. for

artic and mini bulk vehicles. 

For more information, please

contact Richard Hakeem. 

UKLPG attended the recent

meeting with Liquid Gas

Europe and the Department for

Transport, alongside

Governments from nine EU

states plus the European Rail

Agency and other non-

governmental organisations.

Following the associations’

substantial lobbying over the last

few years concerning the

requirement to apply thermal

coating on LPG tankers to

prevent a BLEVE, it has been

recognised that some factors

related to the coating as

proposed were not understood.

These factors relate to practical

implementation, the response of

the coating to vibrations,

degradation with time, and the

protection of the tank when the

coating was damaged. It was

therefore decided to continue

the work under new terms of

reference, and it is anticipated

that this working group will

propose new provisions instead

of solely concentrating on

thermal coating that should

reduce the likelihood of a BLEVE

occurring such as the use of

PRVs and other preventive or

mitigation measures. Any

alternative measures proposed

will not only apply to LPG, but

also to other substances such as

gases, flammable or not, and

flammable liquids.

The French government

reported on recent computer

simulated modelling they had

carried out on a combination of

incident scenarios. The results

Periodic Inspection of Cylinders
A first draft of the new Code of Practice designed to specify UK policy on the

periodic inspection of cylinders has been completed and has been submitted to the

UKLPG working group for review. The Code will be published by the end of July. 

UKLPG Cylinder
ManagementGroup 



Pipework,
Equipment,
Appliances &
Services
Leadership
Group

The group also

held it inaugural

meeting in the

afternoon of

27th February

and was well

attended by

equipment & service

members. The group will focus

on regulatory regimes relating

to the Gas Appliance

Regulation and the Pressure

Equipment (Safety) Regulation,

and agreed that Chairs

of BSi committees,

predominately

from GSE/024,

PVE 019 and

GSE/30

would

update the

UKLPG

leadership

group so

that policy

can be agreed

within the

industry. The

group also

requested

that
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Over the last few years the

number of agenda items for the

Technical & Safety Management

Team has grown significantly

becoming too wide for one

group.  To ensure that all topics

are given the necessary focus

and with the objective of

engaging with more members

from all industry sectors, two

new leadership groups have

been created. To ensure that all

topics are given the necessary

focus and with the objective of

engaging with more members

from all different industry

sectors, two new leadership

groups were created of equal

status to specialise in two

distinct areas of the industry. 

Advantages of this are as

follows:

• Opportunity for more/new

members to be part of the

technical leadership teams so

that the industry can benefit

from their specialist knowledge

and experience;

• More members will have the

opportunity to shape the future

direction of technical and

safety policy;

• Two smaller groups will lead to

more effective and timely

decision making to drive

continuous improvement, and

will have scopes that target

different priorities within the

industry;

• Existing technical sub-groups

including Major Hazard Sites,

Transport and Pressure Vessel

Design & Equipment

Regulations and Standards

will cease to operate as the

subjects will be covered by

the new leadership teams;

thus reducing members’

commitment to attend

meetings;

• Smaller groups will mean that

UKLPG will be able to host

less physical meetings

by using Skype and

teleconferencing

facilities.

Transport,
Operations
and Process
Safety
Leadership
Group 

The group held its

first meeting on

27th February

which was well

attended by a good

cross section of gas

suppliers. Outcomes

included agreement

to revise categories

relating to UKLPG

safety data so that it

better targets area

for improvement

within the industry. The group

also discussed issues relating to

wider stakeholders to meet

their needs. Projects such as the

pipework replacement

program, COMAH cost

recovery, training, DfT projects

and the periodic inspection of

cylinders were also discussed.   

Group members will have input

into regulations & UK policy to

ultimately reduce cost to

industry relating to

transport design &

operations,

cylinders

(testing &

inspection); &

control of major

accidents on

COMAH operated

New UKLPG Technical & Safety Leadership Groups 
sites.  In addition the group will

also oversee improvements in

installer training and

assessment. 

The next meetings will take

place on the 18th April (via

skype), 18th July, 9th October

(via skype) and 16th January

2020.

T L

TSLG
changes were made to UKLPG

safety data so that incidents

relating to valves and

appliances could be reviewed

plus the group agreed to cover

installations that operate in

liquid and vapour phase. 

The group felt that

physical meetings

were important

so that wider

industry

stakeholders can

participate in

future meetings

and will next meet on

18th July and 9th October.

Both groups will review

industry safety data, discuss

incidents and share learnings,

and UKLPG will manage any

subjects that need to be

covered by both groups.

UKLPG would like to thank

members of all previous groups

for their time and expertise and

welcomes members to the new

groups. 
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Following the Vapour Trail
- A Simplistic View
By Richard Smith, KC Pro Supply

happening, we tend to reduce

the pressure in a couple or

sometimes three stages.

Fortunately, as a lot less gas

goes through cylinder

regulators, the cooling effect is

not usually as much a problem

as a for bulk tanks. 

Choosing the correct regulator

to do the job is a simple affair –

you need to consider appliance

pressure limits, the pressure

required and the amount of

gas you need (max, min and

normal). You must also

consider the safety features

you need to comply to UKLPG

Codes of Practice. This may

require the use of an over

pressure protection device

(OPSO), an under pressure

protection device (UPSO) and

an internal limited relief valve.

The main thing is that if you are

not sure if you are correct - ask!

We can't all be experts but

some of us are and are more

than happy to share advice. 

If you would like to give me a

call you can find KC

ProSupply’s details on the

UKLPG website. Alternatively

visit kcprosupply.com.

As a rule, to get a controllable

gas flame, you need to use the

vapour phase of propane. LPG

is transported and stored in its

liquid phase. When LPG is in its

vapour phase the same amount

of gas expands by 270 times in

volume - we would need tankers

the size of a small air balloon! To

safely and efficiently manage the

flame size and heat output, the

pressure of the vapour needs to

be reduced to a more

manageable level by using a

regulator. 

Converting liquid to vapour can

be done in several ways

dependent on how much gas

offtake is required. Where a large

amount of LPG vapour is

required, the heat transfer

required to vaporise the liquid

that comes from the air

temperature through the walls of

the bulk tank may not be

enough. The solution to this

would be either to add more bulk

tanks or utilise a vaporiser

system. With a vaporiser, the

liquid is warmed up to help it

vaporise more profusely at a

pressure of around 7 bar.

However this pressure is still far

too high for the gas to be

burned in most applications. 

As a general rule, the higher the

pressure, the hotter the flame.

Unfortunately, 7 bar will give a

flame around 5 metres high

which will scorch the eyebrows

off a giraffe!

To bring the pressure down to

one that is more manageable,

you need to use a regulator.

This, to put it simply, squeezes

the gas through a variable and

controlled orifice (hole) to drop

the pressure down to around 28

- 37mbar. The pressure is

dependent on the requirement

of the burner and can

sometimes be higher. 

The control of the gas pressure

is critical - too high and you get

an uneven flame which can lead

to poor burning of the gas and

too low can cause the flame to

be too 'cold'.

When a large amount of gas

travels through the regulator, the

velocity through the orifice

increases at first and then

rapidly decreases as it expands.

This has the effect of rapidly

cooling the gas and may cause

freezing of the pipework or any

moisture in or around the

regulator. To stop this

The 32nd World LPG Forum & European Congress will provide

unprecedented value for attendees, exhibitors and visitors. It will

bring together the best aspects of the World LPG Forum and the

European Annual Congress representing two annual events rolled

into one exceptional LPG conference and exhibition.

The countdown has started to the largest global LPG event of the

year which will take place in Amsterdam from the 24th to the 26th

September 2019. The event will have a larger focus than in previous

editions – looking at LPG and natural gas and including President of

the International Gas Union as speaker in the event. The Forum and

Congress brings together leaders of the industry and the public

sector to debate the future of the sector and to do business. The

event, hosted at the prestigious RAI Amsterdam, includes an

exhibition of over 130 companies and organisations in what will be

the largest exhibition in the event’s history.

Registrations for the 32nd World LPG Forum & European Congress

will open in April, allowing delegates to plan ahead their

participation and maximizing the networking opportunities. All

information regarding the event – and all upcoming updates such as

the announcement of the panels and respective speakers – can be

found both at the event’s mobile app and at the event’s website in

www.worldlpgforum-aegpl2019.com

32nd World 
LPG Forum & European
Congress is coming to
Amsterdam in September

A M S T E R D A M  B O U N DU I S 0 2 1

Revised User
Information
Sheet 021 -
Conversion
Rates for
Metered
Estates
UKLPG has revised UIS021

which provides guidance on

the conversion rates where

LPG is supplied to metered

estates and relates to a

requirement from the

Competition Commission

Order. The guidance has been

updated to provide a

conversion factor for

temperature compensated

meters. To view the updated

UIS021 please visit the

Resources area of the UKLPG

website uklpg.org.  
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We would like to welcome the following new full members to UKLPG:

Smart Cylinders Ltd

Smart Cylinders Ltd are suppliers of new weight based telemetry

sensors. Their head office is in Norway, with a regional supplier in the UK.

We would also like to welcome new affiliate members to UKLPG:

S.M.Fowler Design Ltd
Bog Standard Plumbing Heating and Gas 
Procter & Gamble

We hope you enjoyed this edition of ‘Source’ from UKLPG.  If you would like to advertise

please contact Lucy Cook lucy.cook@uklpg.org 

If you would like any more information on any of the content covered please contact us at:

Email: mail@uklpg.org   

Telephone: 01926 513 750

Contact Details

New Members

George Webb
Chief Executive
Email: george.webb@uklpg.org 
Tel. 01926 513751

Richard Hakeem 
Director of Technical and Safety Policy
Email: richard.hakeem@uklpg.org 
Tel. 01926 513797

Lucy Cook 
Communications Manager
Email: lucy.cook@uklpg.org 
Tel. 01926 513755

Sophia Haywood  
Public Affairs Manager
Email: sophia.haywood@uklpg.org 
Tel. 01926 513752

Mike Chapman
Autogas Manager
Email: mike.chapman@uklpg.org 
Tel. 07775 941001

Becki Johnson 
Office Coordinator
Email: becki.johnson@uklpg.org
Tel. 01926 513750 

Jul
2019

T H E  I N F O . . .

BCGA Conference, 

Manchester 11th Apr 2019 

Transport, Operations and

Process Safety Leadership

Group   

18th April 2019 (via skype)

UKLPG Board Meeting 

1st May 2019

UKLPG Cylinder Management

Group  1st May 2019

UKLPG Off-Grid Energy Team

Meeting 1st May 2019

UKLPG Annual Conference,

Manchester  2nd May 2019

Transport, Operations and

Process Safety Leadership

Group 

18th July 2019

Pipework, Equipment,

Appliances and Services

Leadership Group  

18th July 2019

World LPG Forum & Liquid Gas

Europe Congress, Amsterdam

24th – 26th September 2019

UKLPG AGM, Kenilworth 

24th Oct 2019 

Sep
2019 Oct

2019

Full members
Gas members
Autogas Ltd  
Avanti Gas Ltd
Calor Gas Ltd
Flogas Britain Limited
Andy's Gas
Bata Ltd
BDS Fuels T/A PressureTech Transport
Services
Bywater LP Gas
Callow Gas
Calor Gas Northern Ireland Limited
Cambrian Gas Ltd
Cardiff Gas Ltd
Carver Gases
Cheshire Gas
Coleman UK Ltd
Energas Limited
Flogas Northern Ireland UK
Four Seasons Fuel Ltd
Gaulds Gas
Gleaner Oil & Gas Ltd
Islands Energy Group Limited
J Gas Ltd

LPG Direct Ltd
Nova Gas
Northern LPG Supplies
Park Gas
Phillips 66
Portable Gas Supplies
Premier LPG Ltd
Rectory Gas Supplies
Rose Gas Ltd
Scotia Gas Networks
WARRIOR Gas Ltd 

Equipment & Services
members

Alfons Haar Ltd
BES Ltd        
Bullfinch (Gas) Ltd      
C.D.S. Computer Design Systems Ltd
Caravan and Motorhome Club
Cavagna Group UK Ltd  
Clesse UK Ltd     
Continental Product Engineering     
Covol Engineering Ltd      
Elaflex Ltd          
Finch Consulting            

GAS IT            
Gastite UK          
ITO Europe Ltd   
John Wigfull & Co Ltd         
KC ProSupply Ltd      
Lakeland Tankers Ltd       
ManntekAB         
Meridian Electrical Eastern Ltd      
ND Brown LTD    
North West Refurb     
OAMPS Hazardous Industries        
Old Park Engineering      
OmegaFlex Ltd     
Orange County Ltd       
Petrotec Services 
Pressure Vessel Services Ltd       
Proteus Ltd                         
R&H Cato Ltd                   
Smart Cylinders
South Staffs Industries Ltd
Synergy Asset Services Ltd 
Tankertech Ltd
Universal Verification Ltd
Vanguard Caravan Services Ltd
VTF Ltd       
Westfield Services UK Ltd
Wilson Gas Services

Affiliate members
ABS Engineering Ltd
Ayton Gas Management Ltd
Bog Standard Plumbing Heating and Gas
Caraconnect Limited
Express Pipework Systems Ltd
FG Gas Engineering Ltd
Focus Consultants
Gas Safe Consultants Ltd

Guardian Industries UK Ltd
HATS Heating Ltd
Ibstock Brick Limited
J D Lindley
LPG Inspection Services
LPG Training
Midland Fire Protection Services  
MNLPG     
MOD - Defence Safety Authority - 
Fuel Gas Safety Regulator 
Proactive Gas Safety Ltd

Procter & Gamble
Samia Haddad Independent LPG
Consultancy
Sharp-Fire & Rescue Ltd
S.M.Fowler Design Ltd
South West Peninsular Training Ltd.
Thermal Road Repairs
Trimetals Ltd
Warwickshire College Group
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THE MIDLAND HOTEL  MANCHESTER – 2ND MAY 2019

U K L P G
A N N U A L

C O N F E R E N C E
www.uklpg.org 




